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ABSTRACT 

Current research aims at investigating decorations in Seljuk and Dailamites and differences in 

decorations of these periods. Considering rich architecture of Dailamites era, rare studies on 

it have been done and buildings and structures are destructing, such as façade of Jorjir, part of 

which has been destroyed. Current work aims at investigating and understanding decorations 

in several valuable historical buildings of Seljuk and Dailamites eras. Historical buildings are 

our identity. It is hoped a step is taken forpreserving identity of the contemporary 

architecture. The question is that how are decorations of buildings of Dailamites  and Seljuk 

eras in great mosque of Isfahan, Ardestan, Zavareh, Naeen, and Hakim mosque and 

Jorjirfacade and several important buildings. Brickwork, stucco, Mogharnas, earrings, 

threading, frieze, plant designs, geometric patterns in Seljuk and Dailamites eras are studied. 

The last question is that what difference of decorations in both eras is. It was found that 

Seljuk people continued completed art of Dailamites and evolved it. Buwaihidsdecorations in 

Isfahan great mosque are in circular columns with brick and plaster. Bricks are made in the 

form of rectangular with spiral boldness. In Jorjir façade, there is frieze in Kufi lines and 

Quranic verses. External border of the arch, main part of the façade, eleven semicircle 

decorated Contortions, internal arch with brick and plaster decorations in depth of a skylight 

to back arch can be observed. Decorations of inside arches are patterns and designs of bricks 

and in the peak, plaster decorations can be observed. The arch is with patterns of Seven-

branched brick candlesticks. Middle branch shows names of God. Inverse direction of the 

branches denotes anti-Jewishagainst Islam. Works of Dailamites in Naeen great mosque 

include decorations of simple brick working and the surrounding courtyard is made of simple 
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salient brick working. In the underground of the yard there is a chamber made of clay 

columns. Its fine and deep plaster decorations are in flower and bush shapes, and Quran 

verses are observed around the crescent of the front altar with Kufi lines. Calligraphy was not 

the main decoration art, rather geometry was the dominant art and the space between patterns 

was decorated in plant patterns. Beautiful columns of this mosque are short and thick. 

Geometric patterns of this mosque constitute main structure of the decorations and plant 

patterns are designed and implemented inside geometric patterns. The pattern is 

irregularHexagonal. It is designed in the middle of a 12-filled flower. Square shapes are other 

geometricdecorations in this mosque. Observation ofdecorations in Isfahan great mosque 

indicates Buwaihids architecture was the Seljuk architecture in brick working decorations. 

Isfahan great mosque is the most perfect and oldest example of mosques with four porches in 

Seljuk era. Seljuk decorations in Isfahan great mosque include round and connected columns. 

Surface of the columns are covered by plaster and top columns are decorated by plaster. A 

shortoctagonal prism constitutes the foundation of the dome, on which there is a short 

Sixteen-sided prism. There is cylindricalfriezebeneath the dome foundation decorated in Kufi 

lines. There have been some differences including common bricks in Seljuk era were in 5 * 

26 * 26 dimensions (cm). But bricks of Buwaihidsera were in 18 * 17 dimensions (cm), 

which will be discussed in the following. 

Keywords: Buwaihids, Dailamites, Seljuk, decorations, Jorjir façade, Isfahan great 

mosque, Zavare, Ardestan, Naeen, Hakim mosque, brick working, plaster working, 

tiling 

INTRODUCTION 

Following entrance of Islam to areas 

dominated by Sassanidkingdom, Muslim 

artists eliminated some patterns such as 

human and animal patterns for their 

buildings and used Sassanid patterns. This 

development of Sassanidpatterns was 

strengthened by start of Iranian kingdom 

such as Buwaihidsand Islamic form of the 

patterns were used in the works. 

Decorations of Naeen mosque, built in 

fouyrth Hijri century, are its example. It 

can be stated plaster decorations were 

implemented based on the same method 

during first to fifth Hijri centuries. 

Geometric patterns as main role and plant 

patterns as minor role were used. Plant 

patterns were used for filling spaces 

between geometric patterns. After 

Buwaihids, Sunni government of Seljuk 

gained the power. They made valuable and 

stable buildings by changes in 

Buwaihidsarchitecture, and their 
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decorations were different from previous 

era. Using four and eightpattern and 12 

doors in Naeen mosque, made in Shiite 

government of Buwaihids, may be 

reflection of Shiite. Four and eightpatterns 

in other Islamic buildings of Sunni people 

in Seljuk era require more investigation, 

such as Isfahan great mosque, and authors 

can study them in details. 

Review of Literature 

Unfortunately rare studies have been 

conducted on difference between 

decorations in Seljuk andDailamites eras, 

while there are serrate and scattered works 

on decorations in buildings and 

eachera.Islamic Architecture of Seljuk Era 

and Dailamites Era by GholamaliHatam, 

paper by Ali NematiBabayloo on 

comparative study of plaster decorations of 

Nine-Dome Mosque of Balkh in terms of 

design, combination, and concepts are 

valuable reference works in this regards for 

the author. 

Methodology 

It is a historical and descriptive – analytical 

study in which data are collected as 

observation and library sources. Following 

collection and classification of the 

materials and pictures, they are compared 

in the Islamic art trend in Buwaihids and 

Seljuk eras. 

Buwaihids Decorations in Isfahan Great 

Mosque 

There are traces of Buwaihids era in west 

south part of the great mosque, chamber 

known as Safavid chamber, i.e. western 

part of southern porch and in western part 

of northern porch and in eastern part of 

southern porch as well as in entrance faced 

of eastern door (Galdberi,(1991) pp. 155 - 

169). 

Currently circular columns with brick and 

plaster decorations of attachments of 

Buwaihids can be observed in Isfahan 

Great Mosque. These columns include: 

1. Two circular columns in sides of 

south porch in about 0.2 m 

thickness, made of rectangular 

salient bricks in spiral manner 

(Honarfar,1971, p. 44) 

2. Four columns in one of the entrance 

porches with plaster decorations 

(Galdberi,1991 pp. 155 - 169)          

3. Columns in western and eastern 

chambers of southern porch 

(Honarfar,1971, p. 44) 

Buwaihids Decorations in Hakim 

Mosque 

The main building available from 

Buwaihids era in Isfahan is Jorjir façade. 

This building constitutes east northern part 

of Hakim mosque. This facade is one of the 

great examples of brick working and plaster 

working from late fourth Hijri century. 

Unfortunately, top parts of its side borders 

have been destructed and it has been 
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imperfectly repaired. Its unique patterns of 

brick working and plaster decorations 

remained. There are ten cylindrical 

columns in plaster in border of arches and 

external entrance of the sides. This facade 

is composed on three parts: 

1. Façade and frieze is plastered in one 

side of the arch in Kufi line. In its 

right side “ ﷽” is 

observed in 1.18 m and the other 

side is in length of 3.15 which is 

totally destructed. In left side, the 

verse “بالقسط الالھ االھوالعزیزالحکیم” 

is observed in 1.17 m size. Text of 

this frieze is verse 18 from Al 

Umran surah as follows: “ شھدهللا انھ

الالھ االھووالمالئکھ واولوالعلم 

 It .”قایمابالقسط الالھ االھوالعزیزالحکیم

is observed above frieze and 

external border of the arch. External 

border of the arch, main part of the 

façade, eleven semicircle decorated 

Contortions, internal arch with brick 

and plaster decorations in depth of a 

skylight to back arch can be 

observed. 

2. Internal sides of the façade are in 

sizes of 95 m including a short arch 

in 3.65 m height and 50 c width. 

There is also a tall arch in height of 

7.10 m and width of 78 cm. internal 

decorations of the arch include 

brick working in salience manner 

and there are plaster decorations at 

top points. Seven kinds of Khoon-

Chini are observed in Jorjir façade. 

3. External sides of the façade are in 

dimensions of 3.40 m in the east of 

two arches and there are also two 

arches in the west. Two first arches 

have brick salient decorations. 

Second arch in the west have brick 

working and plaster decorations and 

it is decorated with Seven-branched 

brick candlesticks. Middle branch 

shows names of God. Inverse 

direction of the branches denote 

anti-Jewish against Islam. It is a 

seven-branch motif denoting 

weakness of Jews versus Islam. 

Inside these decorations, there are 

decorations in Kufi line for terms 

الالھ االهللا،دمحمرسول هللا،العظمھ “

،سبحان هللا،الحمد ،القدره  ”. The 

second arch which is in the west 

side includesKhoon-Chini brick 

working decorations 

(Honarfar,2002, p. 71). 

Decorations of the Contortions around the 

main part of Jorjir are similar to 

decorations in palaces of Sassanid in Tisfun 

and Yazd Fahraj Great Mosque. 

Observation of decorations in dome of 

KhajeNezamUlmolk and Dome of 

TajUlmolk in Isfahan great mosque it is 

clear that Buwaihids architecture has been 
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architectural model of Seljuk especially in 

brick working decorations (Honarfar,1994, 

p. 73) 

 
Façade of Jorjir (source: author) 

Isfahan Great Mosque in Seljuk Era 
Isfahan great mosque is the most perfect 

example of four-porch mosques in Seljuk 

era. Dome of Khaje Nezam Ulmolk is 

situated in the southern side of the central 

yard. Form of this domed hall is square and 

each side has 15 meter side. In the side 

toward Qibla there is wall which encloses 

the altar and the other sides are specified by 

round and connected columns 

(zamani,1971, p.19) 

Surface of the columns are covered by 

plaster and top columns are decorated by 

plaster up to height of 10 m. A short 

octagonal prism constitutes the foundation 

of the dome, on which there is a short 

Sixteen-sided prism. There is cylindrical 

frieze beneath the dome foundation. Each 

of the eight arches which creates state 

change, i.e. changing square to circle, 

include three small arches, end of which 

contains Mogharnas decorations on the 

earnings. These small arches are enclosed 

by small brick semi-columns. Simple and 

without decoration brick working is 

observed at the top part of the dome 

structure (ibid, p. 103). 

Dome of Taj Ulmolk located in the 

northern part of central yard is smaller than 

southern dome, but it is superior in terms of 

proportion and fineness (honarfar,1971, p. 

76). 

The dome is decorated with Kufi frieze and 

nice brick working. Brick working inside 

the dome and tall arches direct attention to 

the Cupola of dome. Beauty of this room is 

due to its brick working which has been 

used in an interesting manner. Top part of 

the square room is turned into Octagonal 

prism in between arches. It turns the room 

as a 16-sided prism, and the dome is on its 

top. There is special coordination in the 

roof of the dome with its foundation and 

arches and Ternie. Mogharnas and Ternie 

are used skillfully. The pressure imposed 

from main dome is transferred to four side 
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arches and lateral wall using Ternie and 

earnings (hatam,2000, pp. 18-19). 

Other parts of mosque: four porches: 

Eastern porch (pupil porch): external 

appearance of this porch is made of simple 

brick decorations from Seljuk era. 

Western porch (master platform): building 

of this porch is from sixth Hijri century and 

its roof, like southern porch, is decorated 

using large Mogharnas. 

Chambers: 

Main entrance door of the mosque is 

located in south east of the courtyard. There 

are small platforms in right side of the 

entrance corridor including circular 

columns with plaster decorations. It is from 

Dailamites era since fourth Hijri century. 

Forty-columns around the southern dome 

of Khaje Nezam Ulmolk are from second 

era of Seljuk kingdom (Successor of 

Malekshah), i.e. early sixth Hijri century. 

Chambers around the northern porch and its 

northern forty-columns are from sixth Hijri 

century. Its eastern forty-columns have 

various arches with different brick patterns 

(ibid., pp. 20 - 21). 

Zavareh Great Mosque: 

It is one of the oldest mosques with four 

porches. This mosque was essentially built 

early at Seljuk era (zamani,1971, p.128). 

For building this mosque, firstly dome-

shaped building of Ardestan mosque was 

modeled. But since design and plans of this 

mosque became concurrent to four-porch 

mosques, Zavareh mosque was turned in 

two four-porch mosque (Andre 

Godar,1990.p. 149). 

The mosque includes dome, courtyard with 

four porches and chamber. The dome room 

has nice brick working in several rows of 

spiral tips changing trend from square to 

circle (zakimohamad1984, p. 154).      

Except for the dome and two porches in 

Qibla side, all rooms and porches are 

covered by simple beds from east to west 

and toward the yard. The altar includes a 

frieze in Kufi and two friezes in Nuskh 

lines. Plaster working of the altar and 

friezes and decorations around the room 

and internal decorations of the arches are 

examples of works in this era. The Nuskh 

frieze is very simple made of brick and it is 

similar to friezes from centuries 5 and 6 

which decorate many of buildings in 

Isfahan. Minaret of the mosque is placed in 

North West side and it includes simple 

salient frieze (rafieimehrabadi,1988, pp. 

153-154). 

Ardestan Great Mosque: 

Ardestan great mosque is one of the most 

beautiful four-porch mosques from Seljuk 

era. This mosque includes dome, chamber, 

four porches in four sides of the courtyard, 

and minaret. The architectural method of 

the mosque denote change and shift from 

the old style, that is, domed room and its 
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front porch, are in four-porch style 

(zakimohamad,1984, p. 155).   

Several walls and columns and arches have 

reminded from old building of the Seljuk 

era belonging to fourth Hijri century. 

Overall, the mosque was built in the same 

style of Isfahan great mosque, with the 

difference that it is smaller than Isfahan 

great mosque. In the southern part of the 

mosque, there is a majestic dome and porch 

that the inside frieze has been nicely 

decorated in Nuskh line. 

One of the architecture artistic features in 

this mosque is presence of combined roofs 

which are made of a number of small 

domes on the columns. They have been 

used instead of crescent roofs. It seems this 

type of roofing was a new style in 

architecture of that time 

(zakimohamad,1984, p. 155). 

Brick and short minaret of mosque is 

situated in the north western corner. The 

mosque building has brick and nice plaster 

decorations. In the domed room nice 

examples of brick working can be 

observed. Altar of the mosque has plaster 

working and frieze border and it is 

observed in the place where dome initiated. 

Kufi line was not used in the frieze but its 

letters are connected and end of letters are 

mostly directed toward the border and the 

ground is covered by patterns of flowers 

and plants (ibid). 

Application of Brick: 

Before Seljuk era, brick decorations were 

used in buildings in Buwaihids and 

Qaznavian era. Complementary stages had 

been passed and reached to perfection in 

Seljuk era. In this era, the richest designs 

and forms of decoration were invented on 

walls, coverage, roofs, minarets and etc. 

from brick. In dome of Nezam Ulmolk, use 

of brick was not probably for decoration, 

rather all various pressures including 

tensile, compressive and shear forces were 

transferred by the brick in an accurate way, 

which are stable still after 7 centuries. 

Since appearance of the buildings in Seljuk 

era was from brick, it is evident they have 

been skilful in placing bricks and building 

beautiful brick Cornices and friezes. 

Perhaps the reason for application of this 

decorative element in Seljuk architecture is 

abundance of its main material, i.e. clay. In 

Seljuk era, decorative points in brick 

working include brick context, rows of 

joints, height of bricks, state and color of 

brick surfaces, and even shades in brick 

working. Shapes used in the decoration of 

buildings include square, Triangle, circle, 

mesh fabric, straw, broken and diamond 

designs, dormant, straight, and zigzag 

designs and network types. Imitative brick 

is actually a kind of hard plaster as 

patterned brick appearance. This method 

was prevalent in Seljuk era. Since then 
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brick decorations got into the second level 

of importance and colorful decorations and 

plaster working substituted brick working 

and beautiful altars of plaster were made 

(hatam2000, pp. 242 - 243). 

Tiling: 

Its initial examples in Iranian Islamic 

architecture can be observed in roofed 

chamber of Isfahan great mosque and Red 

Dome of Maraqeh. This example is 

observed as mosaics of white plaster, 

ordinary brick and gray rocks. These 

decorations can be considered as the basis 

of beautiful tiling of the post-Seljuk era 

architecture. Glazed color appeared in this 

era were limited to turquoise color, and its 

oldest example can be observed on the 

main front of the Maraqhe red dome. In the 

second Maraqeh tomb (circular tower), 

there are glazed patterns and wittings. In 

sixth century, construction of these tiles 

was considerably progressed. These stages 

of completion and progress can be observed 

in two last works of this era, i.e. Tomb of 

Momene Khatoon in Nakhjavan, and 

Maraqh Kabood Dome. Pieces of glazed 

tile in Iranian style have been found in 

remaining of palace of Sultan Aludin in 

Qunieh. It includes star tiles with pictures 

of animal and human beings on the horses, 

which are specific to art of Seljuk. Kufi 

writing or formal broken or angled writing 

or circular writing of Nuskh started in 

buildings of this era in a newer way. These 

writings create beautiful appearance for the 

buildings and they are observed along with 

turquoise color tiles in tombs of this era 

(ibid, pp. 248 - 249). 

Plaster Working: 

In Seljuk era, the major elements of 

decorative designs included their patterns 

and shapes and some of them include 

geometric patterns such as triangular, 

octagonal, star, circle, flower, leaf, 

arabesque that are among main Islamic 

decorations.  

Tore: 

During the Seljuk era, major decorative 

elements were motifs and traditions and 

some geometric designs such as triangular, 

octagonal, star, circle, flowers and leaves 

and arabesque motifs of Islamic home 

decorations. Great inscriptions in Kufic 

letters row and the separated decorations 

(flowers and plants) and leading figures in 

the field Plant is located is a kind of 

decoration the sample used in the tower of 

Ghazni Sultan Masood. Other examples can 

be seen Khorasan States of Nishapur and 

Merv in the ruins. 

The remains of the tomb of Sultan Sanjar, 

the decorations has been cut with brick as 

flowers and plant forms Kofi row 

inscriptions bed. In most buildings of this 

period the facade and arches, walls, 

Minarets and the stage covered in a coating 
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of plaster, with decorations of flowers and 

plants prominent role they have decorated 

the viewer does not get tired of the 

monotony of the work of architecture. The 

bed is very large surfaces with simple roles 

porch, Walls and altar to Mecca with 

switchback and full of flowers and plants 

roles. 

Mufflers are built with hanging flowers and 

decorations for the abrogation of the 

buildings, and when replaced the 

manuscripts, Nastaliq with specific 

exercises took third place, mufflers, altars 

and around the edges of the doors and posts 

were the plaster ornament, after conversion 

to Kufic manuscript, shaving bricks and 

form the letters of the words of this line is 

to confront difficulties. The inscriptions 

and decorations destroyed brick and stucco 

will replace it. One of the most beautiful 

Kufic inscriptions in the Seljuk period 

Khargerd school remains in Khorasan (458-

455H.q) has been found. 

As we see in these inscriptions, ornamental 

relief through the use of two or three 

different levels with 

Wall created the style of the Seljuk period 

is coordinate relief. Sometimes in bed at the 

decoration of the altar, the lower levels of 

the walls, the columns, the columns and 

was used, The parts are used tiles and 

brickwork, An innovative and effective 

conflict arise. Arabesque motifs and 

symmetrical cross and animals especially in 

An obvious example of late Seljuk period 

applied and obtained Rey Now at the 

Museum of Pennsylvania, is the coronation 

scene Arabesque motifs and inscriptions in 

the stone reliefs found in plants. 

It can be named, as an example among the 

old alters, includes the alter of Barsian 

grand mosque, the altars of ARDESTAN 

Mosque, the altar of Gonbad Alavian in this 

province that are beautifully decorated, in 

such a way that one is superior to another. 

The altar was built with bricks, a type of 

decorative arabesques combined with one 

on one and in a prominent arabesques 

covered. Sometimes human error was made 

so prominent that the sentence had been 

found sculpture. In addition to plans for 

living creatures, landscapes and pictures of 

the animals with smaller volumes As 

stucco, stone sculptures also comes up that 

is more important (ibid., P. 249 251 

Muqarnas: 

Decorative elements in special locations on 

the walls and ceiling It will serve different 

corners and different materials and designs 

In many ways it is very similar to bees' 

nest. This Muqarnas that derived most of 

the other building elements the decorative 

aspects of putting on an architectural 

elements such as columns, arches, margins, 

scrolls and .... The use of this decorative 

element in architecture Seljuk era in the 
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main building of mosques, tombs or not 

minarets Altars angles but also it is used. 

This Muqarnas for depth, Length and width 

are variable and bed, Brick work, or tile 

decorated in different forms in the Have 

been used (ibid., P. 253) 

Earring: 

Earrings or arch on the corner element 

before Islam, To facilitate the placement of 

a circular dome on a square plan used 

Baath regime during its evolution takes 

decorative aspects. Muqarnas are often part 

of the earrings were made of brick in the 

Seljuk period and before it. The dome of 

the Taj ol-Molk dome known as Mud brick 

dome in the main element is a complete 

sentence. Chehel Sotoon's yard is located in 

the south-east of the mosque, A collection 

of more than 50 types of roof dome where 

The richness of its brick as a decorative 

element operating together Show 

(kiani1997p. 24) 

Threading: 

From the fourth century onwards we see a 

kind of decorative Threading in view of the 

special effects and so integral has been 

associated with the brickwork. Normally, 

such a level of decorative vertical 

Threading takes place between heads of 

bricks. After putting it through a form of 

mortar and smooth Threading up on it. The 

role of the different species that can be 

divided into two categories: Decorative 

painting and words like Allah-Muhammad-

Ali in essence divided the building line. 

The width of the grouting is typically about 

three to four cm. Threading of Rabat and 

dirt on the dome of the characteristics of 

the Seljuk era In a dome like building dirt 

to fifteen different image on its grouting we 

find (ibid, p. 65) 

Khorfan the first two dual tower dome 

cover the art of the Seljuk era brickwork 

valid example of the art world. The yards 

listened and ARDESTAN dome, Mosque 

of Isfahan, Rabat and Rabat property, 

examples of the art of this period comprise 

brickwork. (Ibid., 67 

Mosque of Nain: 

The main mosque in the northeast corner of 

the courtyard, and in the southeast there is 

also another simple. 

Courtyard of the mosque, quadrilateral, and 

the area is not large. In the western part of 

the South East Apron, Forty columns built 

up its entries, overlooking the courtyard. 

Forty decorations simple brickwork 

columns and the facade around the 

courtyard of brickwork is simple and 

featured bricky head is very similar to the 

brickwork. Brick minaret mosque courtyard 

is located in the south-east angle, its height 

is 28m. In the basement floor, there is a 

chamber with clay columns. Chehel Sotoon 

in the middle of the South, high altar stucco 

arches in the wishbone is multiplicative. 
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Stucco decorations delicate and deep, and 

the Quran in the form of flowers and plants 

around Crescent Arches in front of the altar 

is on the row Kofi bed (Afshar Naderi, 

Shala1994 p. 229) 

Sassanid stucco decorations hanging on the 

plant species and geometrically. Still in the 

field of architectural decoration is the art of 

calligraphy But in this area and the 

geometry of the space between the designs 

were decorated with plant motifs. Nain 

similar crescent mosque arches Mosque of 

Damghan and comprehensive Tarikhane is 

Neyriz And the mosque's dome is no porch. 

Short and thick columns of the mosque is a 

beautiful bed (Soltanzadeh,1995.p165) 

Altar decorations bed spaces, wall Around 

the altar, columns, arches around the dome, 

Four parallel columns and ceiling of the 

sanctuary is the altar 

Study decorations: 

Decorations of the period can be classified 

in three categories 

1. Geometric patterns 

 2. The plant designs 

3. Scrolls 

Square & Circle foundations of Islamic 

geometry and geometric patterns of the 

circle can be drawn. The famous 

philosopher Ibn Sina Buwayhid in healing, 

for the elements, given geometric shapes 

that seem to have been influenced Islamic 

architecture. If square symbol representing 

earth, matter, and about the incarnation, 

The circle symbolizes the sky, being vast, 

is perfection and integrity. (Bolkhari, 

2005.9) 

 Nain main structure of mosque decorations 

geometric patterns and motifs that make up 

their bed plant The geometric patterns are 

designed and implemented, namely the 

main body of the designs and decorations 

Box is hanging plant 

Geometric patterns in structures in Dailami 

and Seljuk period  

1. Straight-line designs include simple 

geometric shapes of Islamic Advanced 

designs 

2- Arc designs 

In each period, we can see geometric 

designs as we mentioned, these designs are 

spread as the carcass for hanging plant, a 

hanging plant in the concurrently to these 

designs look: 

2-1: simple geometric designs, square, 

rectangular, hexagonal, octagonal forms in 

Nain mosque Seljuk decorations include 

advanced geometric designs drawn as 

circles of knowing the circuit obtained 

using a specific importance. This period 

includes eight and four designs. This type 

of decoration in the period View in the 

mosque of the Nain's altar inscription at the 

entrance of the curve geometric decorations 

of the columns with the role in Nain in 

columns used. The designs of eight , the 
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Shiite position architecture special Nain 

Jame Mosque was built during the rule of 

the Shiite Buwayhid mention yet another 

example of that means that the government 

of the twelve Imams of the Sunni Seljuk 

Mosque is also used this bassin that cannot 

be subject to this hallowed place Bsraht 

concept related to research is examined 

Aztzyynat another type of hexagonal 

geometry in mosque of Nain is designing 

disorderly that among the twelve ports by 

other geometric flower seeds in mosque of 

Nain that is used on the two-column around 

the altar Nain 

2-2: geometric patterns of curved lines. 

This pattern of results in the form of eight 

and four seen in mosque of Nain near the 

columns ratio is seen as broken lines 

- Plant designs 

The decorations can be as four broad 

leaves, acanthus leaves, leaves, leaves and 

fruit of stature finally be devided: 

1-1: broad-leaf: the role attached to it at the 

end independently within small circles has 

been widely used as a dozen 

2-1: acanthus leaves part walls of ceilings 

grand Mosque of Nain include acanthus 

decoration with different designs Marie 

combination that has astadkrym 

Dvranramhat Pyrnyanzrbh the lining of the 

plan is similar to journalism Bachhrh 

3.1 stature leaves the Brg·hadrhvashy for 

setting up small spaces between the sub is 

used geometric patterns plants 

4-1: fruit leaves hair: Among the designs is 

a leaf there are not Drdygrbnahadydh 

Mvmybashdkh It leaves a lot of Drtzyynat 

altar used Ast.amaps Nain Nain 

Azgchbryhay not used to it declining 

Nhadvdrtzyynat bed 

5-1: floral decorations such as flowers, 

decorations Drmsjdnayyn number 

Chndprvnylvfrvjvddardkh Drtsvyrbsvrt a 

large central flower is seen. 

, Scrolls 

Nain Jame Mosque inscriptions in 

technology Ajradvnv the first bed second 

type of color on the color of chalk drawn. 

The design traced to the eleventh century 

and rear mufflers of the entrance within 

Msjdqrardard(honarfar,1971,p50) 

The inscriptions, including verses 18 

Vakhrsvrh repentance, 4 Sura Fath, 137 

Sura Baqara, Chapter 40 Nml probably 

Vnyzjmlat Aljbrvt Vlaalh Alaallh 

Vmhmdrsvl Allah Allah Allah PBUH Ali 

Altahryn Alakhyarmybashd Altybyn. 

(Ghouchani,1996,p138) 

RESULTS 

Decorations during Buwayhid or 

(Dylmyan) carried on the finish that degree 

of perfection reached this stage of Seljuk 

architecture Ast.mslasljvqyan compared 

Badylmyan Drkarbrdajramdndazrdyfhay 
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New Vtrhhay Vayjadhalat Jrbvsylh 

different shades Bvdndaz the texture 

brickwork-joint bricks-rows-mail height 

and color mode even the shadows that 

highlight Baajrhay Vfrvrfth brick surfaces 

formed Myshddst Yaftnd.dvran Seljuk era 

that utilizes Azajrdrtarykh Iranian 

architecture has dimensions of 26 * 26 * 5 

cm x 18 cm, but the bricks of Buwayhid 18 

the ratio was Bzrgtrantkhab buoy 

Qbltrazhdal courses Ast.drdvrh Dylmyan 

not see that during the first Barkashykary 

Radrhdsljvqy Islamic enamelled color 

turquoise is bounded by the Drqvnyh 

exposed Dravakhrsljvqyan Zahrshd.kashy 

enamelled star-shaped ornament Buwayhid 

Ast.drdvrh Hnrsljvqyan Batsavyrjanvran 

Vadmyan specific lines Bvdndvkht Kofi 

Kofi Pydakrdkh Drhdsljvqyan continue 

gradually Dravakhrsljvqyan naskhi -Sls-

nastaliq Ragrft mufflers instead of the later 

versions of the Seljuk bed replacement 

mufflers Jrtrashy Shd.nqvsh arabesque 

decorations, animals symmetrical cross 

Dravakhrhdsljvqy use Myshd.sljvqyan 

desire to live figurative decorations 

Vtahdtrh Zadvmjsmh of improved 

planning, Drasarsljvqy Asia Sghyrashkal 

Prominent human life sentence Brtrh 

Rapydamykrdlavh sculpture, Mnazrjng 

Vtsavyrhyvanat volume Kvchktrbsvrt bed, 

Nyzbvjvdmyayd.drmqbrh of Seljuk stone 

statue of wooden Aztzyynat not seen any 

trace only some small allotment Drtaqha 

simple, wooden Drsrdrjvrjyrshahdtzyynat 

Srdrhavpnjrhhaastfadh Shdh.vly 

Bsyarzybayy simple geometric 

Hstym.nqvsh square, Msttyl, hexagonal, 

octagonal forms Dygrdrmsjdjam Nain 

Vjvdndashth decorations include Seljuk 

architecture Myshvddrfrhng Nhadddvazdh 

Ast.nqvsh total of eight Vchharkh 

Buwayhid special place 

Pydamykndvjvdayn Shiite Imam, but the 

Rashaydmytvan said Nmaddvaz·h 

Drasartzyynat Sunni Seljuk rule this 

Nmadvjvdndard.azvyzhgyhay Hdsljvqy is a 

different picture Bnamanndgnbdkhaky 

Tapanzdh that we find Rabrrvy 

Bndkshyhay 

Decorations this Dvdvrh three categories: 

1-relief Hndsy2-relief Gyahy3-scrolls 

Geometric designs include: (1) the right 

line includes geometric designs consisting 

Azmnhny2-designs advanced Vnqvsh 

simple geometric Aslamy3-designs 

Plant designs include: (1) broad-leaf 

Brg·ha2 Mv5-hanging fruit Kngry3-leaves 

Ryznqsh4-leaf flower-like 

The main motifs of Msjdnayyn Drtzyynat 

this Dvdvrh eight Vchharsly Ast.vktybh 

Vajradvnv in terms of technology is the 

first kind of the second type of bed 

Buwayhid Seljuks to color the plaster is 

drawn and mufflers 
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Columns of Dailamites in Isfahan Great Mosque (source: author) 

 
Column in Seljuk era in Isfahan Great Mosque (ibid) 

 
Architectural designs of Seljuk era (derived from Islamic architecture book) 
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Wooden decorations of Dailamites in Jorjir Façade (author) 

Dailamites decorations in Jorjir façade (ibid) 

 
Altar of Naeen Great Mosque (ibid) 

 
Three friezes in Naeen Great Mosque (ibid) 
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Altar in Naeen Great Mosque (ibid) 

Decorations of plant patterns in Naeen Great Mosque 

 
Fine leaves  large shaped leaves  Acanthus leaves            wide leaves 

 

 
Flower decorations  fruit of grave  leaf of grape  

Geometric patterns composed of curved lines in Naeen Great Mosque 

 
Eight and four pattern  eight and four pattern   circular 

Geometric patterns composed of connection of straight lines in Naeen Great Mosque 
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Drawn pattern    type of pattern (eight and four) 

 
Drawn pattern  type of pattern: Hexagonal (non-regular) 

 
Drawn pattern  square shape 
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